
PART I

D


	Too many preoccupations, a missing stitch, a chipped cup, a lost sash, steal my thoughts and I can't forget that missing volume or bent spine when I want to think of him, his focus, his clarity.  All I get is muddy-mindedness and confusion.  So instead of D I have a raveling lace border.  I have no peace.  I think of him by different names, often words I only find peace by repeating, words like "bell" and "moss" and "ray."  I say them over again and breathe and sometimes the only rest I have in a day is in their calming haven.
				*		*		*

	I can't sit still, I cannot compose a letter, my sentences come non-sensical.  I frustrate him, I know, he cannot recognize me anymore.  No one wants to see me, clerks hide when I approach, bank shutters draw, grocers shut their doors.  My produce was once the finest they said.  Now I can't buy a fruit, so harshly I am cut off.
	I remember acquaintances and companions, but no one knows me.  My husband, my love, where is he?  Where is the man who found fresh pineapple, who shaped and carved its spring case for me?
	I think of D.  In his mind a constant rain, melodies like waking showers, of holy music, Bach and Handel, gentle storms of folk songs — his grandfather's voice pure and round, his aunt's fiddle, his uncle's banjo strummed steady in kitchen hours.  I see him walking to piano lessons in the Petrograd winter, the gray streets dull and lackluster until the sun, breaking suddenly, excites thousands of chords in gusts — a singing windstorm — each note directionless and hostile until he corrals them into measures.
	For an autumn of afternoons, music hovered cloud-like in undefined clumps, then tumbled down in steady tones like boots on pavement.  He separated those sounds and forced them into lines, then recombined them in simple, logical arrangements, a prime language from the saturated fog in his head.
	Sometimes he lost them, the cloud never spoke or it stopped and dissolved beyond him, out of reach, untouchable.  At all cost he worked harder.  He practiced piano six, seven, nine hours a day so he would be ready when the melody rains came, so he would not, this time, lose them.  To outsmart the dreamclouds he assumed the hands and head of Chopin, Mozart, Mussoursky; he rehearsed scales, chords, hymns, arpeggios and études, hundreds of them and hundreds of notes, each one a random light on the wheel of keys.  Augmented, diminished, broken; reassembled, shaded or brightened like the sun passing over a field and exploding, and that exposing ray was his mind.

				*		*		*

	I don't speak for days at times.  Emotions wash over me in cool shadows and I move under them.  I am an ocean sponge and sway, content.

				
				*		*		*

				

	My wife rarely leaves home these days.  At first, she walked everywhere and her car sat in the driveway for weeks.  How did I not notice?
	She left our home one evening to get some air.  Though she never walked at night, we live close to town, so I didn't insist she stay.  I should have.  That was many days ago.  Now, I keep her plants and water her snapdragons, peonies and lilies.  They circle my bed and at night, with the shades drawn, they move, low and subtle, as if her hands were rummaging through them.

				*		*		*

	She left a strange, empty place of schedules and demands and went to the forest.  She sees turtles sunning beneath enormous spider-webbed canopies.  She watches ants, butterflies and beetles.  She can separate warblers by their songs.  She follows tracks and spoor and the woods swallow her.
	Sometimes large, bilious and greedy creatures walk beside her.  She learns to speak to them, to stroke them.  They struggle and she holds them.  She releases them into the thickets.
	Her husband calls and she can't answer.  She exhausts her food and eats ginger root, dandelion, wild strawberries and pine nuts.  She sleeps on dry leaves.
	Flowers surround her — bloodroot, wild aster, milk thistle, partridge pea.  At night they cover her in a cool damp blanket and the wind breathes and the trees sing and their wood animal noises — the pops and taps and scratching, rustling currents through the leaves and branches — the forest — talks her to sleep.

				*		*		*

	D sat at his piano and began to define a chain.  The key was A minor and its tone, augmented.  Bach's darkest sound, it would be his most joyful.  In A minor, D would convey the life of an entire day, a year, a man.
	Still, a single strain, for now.
	All day, keys and themes took shape, and his mind, like a hive, struggled to contain them, to put them to work.  He purchased notebooks; each variation demanded it.  He repeated and expanded patterns, echoed small note sequences in trios and quartets, compounded them with broken chords, arpeggios, large octave reaches and every note in between, a storm without sky or ground, only the buzz of a constant swarm.
	The common time meter was all he needed.

				*		*		*

	She returned.  She was able to concentrate again.  Her mind was restored and it became her home, her vessel.  Thought came to her, clear as a stream from the first mountain.  She angled her fingers around the pen and faced the square white judge.
	It made her uncomfortable, the perfect blank face, and she walked from room to room and felt it set in again, the confusion and hazy-mindedness she couldn't bear, and she had to get away from it.  It was on her now, and she grabbed her papers hoping to stockpile her clarity.
	Something else was happening, something darker, more sinister than before.  It was midday, but her house fell under a shadow and objects assumed a harsh attitude, haunting and mocking.  They called her, accused and implicated her in some crime.
	Household objects ridiculed her.  The kitchen table with its bright stoneware bowls, the chairs they found in a Quaker village, how many years ago had that been?  In the hall, a bronze horse of Grecian proportions, noble and incorruptible, became a hellish messenger.
	In the living room, she saw plants and curtains icy as funeral preparations, and for this invading evil she was culpable.
	She stared into the eyes of a wax Madonna kept by her bed.  The elongated face, normally graceful and attenuated, sneered like a harpy.  She threw it against the wall, smashed it and ground its painted chips into the floor.  She took a broom and mop and cleaned, from the far crevices of the house, north and south, to the eastern gable overlooking the woods.  After carefully removing the detritus, she replaced the broom and pans and washed her arms and hands for a long time.  Later, as she lay in the tub, the steaming water splashed over her and she sank into a numbing wash.

				*		*		*

	I can no longer live indoors and I leave.  I walk to the woods behind our house and sit and breathe the organic world until I am full of it and allow it to consume me.  I begin to dissolve.  My boundary melts away and I spill over like rain, an easy flood that streams everywhere at once.  I am a lake, a sea, a dark-sky universe where pinpoint lights flicker and go with never the same glimmer; an unfinished map, an infinite equation.  In the darkness I hear one name, one sweet, perfect word, Virginia, Virginia, Virginia.



end of part one
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